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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY 
AND COMPLIANCE DIVISION 
Energy Branch 

RESOLUTION G-2957 
July 24, '1991 

HE~2LYTIOH 

RESOLUTION G-2957. SOOTHERN cALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
(SOCAL) AND SAN DIEGo GAS AND ~LECTRIC COMPANY (Soo&£) 
SUBMIT SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL TARIFFS AND 
RULES IN COMPLIANCE WITH DECISION 91-02-040 FOR CORE 
AGGREGATION UNDER ORDERS INSTITUTING RULE.KAKING 
86-06-006 AND 90-02-008. 

BY SOCAL ~VICB LETTERS 2022-A, 2050, AND 2051, PILED ON 
JUNE 7, 1991 AND SDG&E ADVICE LETTER 748-G-A, FILED ON 
MAY 24, 1991 .. 

SUMMARY 

This Resolution condi~ionally approves the advice letters 
identified, with modifications. It alsol 

-Deletes tariff references to future capacity brokering 
rules and procedures because the rules and procedures on 
~apacity brokering have not been rendered under R.S8-08-
018. 

-Adopts Socal's computer-nomination program and honors 
Socal's request to backfill on the day before the gas 
flows on an interim basis, with both conditions subject to 
review, audit, and a limited-scope proceeding. 

-Requires that SOCal provide summary statistics about daily 
flows and any near-term projections on its bulletin board 
on an interim basis. 

-Provides for the forfeiture of the capacity reservation 
deposit in proportion to the amount of capacity reduced. 

BACKGROUND 

1. On June 19, 1991, interim Resolution G-2955 ordered SoCal 
and SDG&E to file revised core aggregation filings in compliance 
with D.91-02-040 and interim Resolution G-2955. 
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2. Per interim Resolution G-295S, this is the 8ub~equent 
resolution addressloq the protests to s6cal's and SDG&E's 
supplemental filings to core aggregation. 

3. On June·7, 1991, s6Ca1 submitted Advice Letter (A.L.) 2051 
(Rule 32, Transportation of Aggregated service Level 1 Customer
Owned Natural Gas), to file prOpOsed terms and conditions for a 
core aggregator, an agent of a core aggregation group. This 
filing was to clarify and expand the proposed procedures .set 
forth in socal's A.L. 2022 and supplemental A.L. 2022-A for core 
aggregation. 

4. On June 1, 1991, Socal submitted A.L. 2050 to file the 
contract documents for its core aggregation and targeted sales 
programs. 

S. On HAy 24, 1991, SDG&E submitted supplemental A.L. 7~9-G-A 
for its core aggregation program 

6. The core Aggregation program is an experimental p~ogram 
which will begin on August 1, 1991. After the third year of the 
program, the Commission may consider under what conditions the 
program should continue. 

~ NOTICE 

• 

1. Public notice of the above mentioned advice letters was 
made by each respective utility mailing copies to other. 
utilities; 90vernmental agencies, to the service list of OIR 86-
06-006 and OIR 90-02-008, and to all interested parties who 
requested notification. 

PROTESTS 

1. Protests to SDG&E's A.L. 748-G-A were tiled by 9as 
marketers Access Energy Corporation (Access) and Broad Street 
Oil and Gas Company (Broad Street) on June 13, 1991. SOG&E 
filed a sepArate response to each protest on June 25, 1991. 

2. Protests to SoCal's A.L. 2022-A, A.L. 2050, and A.L. 2051 
were filed by Access Energy Corporation, SUnPacific Energy 
Management, Inc., GasMark, Inc. and GasMark West, Inc. 
(Sunrise/GasMark) on June 27, 1991. Broad Street £iled.a 
protest to SoCal's A.L. 2051 on June 27, 1991. Socal filed a 
response to Broad Street's and Sunrise/GasMark's protest on 
July 10, 1991 • 
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sunrise/GASMark object to socal's proposed Rule 3~ that subjects 
the aqqregator's participation in capacity brokering to the same 
rules applicable to noncore participants. Sunrise/GasMa~k 
consider this improper because core transportation customers are 
entitled to a portion of the firm interstate capacity that is 
reserved for core customers. Sunrise/GasMark assert that . 
capacity brokering should only apply to core transportation if a 
core transportation customer or it$ aggregator requires in 
excess of the customer's proportionate share of the firm 
capacity reserved for the core. 

Discussion. Socal did not respond to this issue, but the 
Commission Advisory.and Compliance Division (CACD) has reviewed 
the proPQsed Rule 32 and finds th~t it is consistent with 
0.91-02-040. The decision states that the individual core end
users o~ groups of core end-users shall be able to participate 
in any future cap~city brokering program, and that their 
participation shall be governed by the sAme rules and procedures 
applicable to noncore participants in that program. 

SoCal's proposed tar~~f quotes the language from the decision in 
the body of its tariff. Although the core Aggregation decision 
makes this statement,the rules and procedures applicable to the 
core and noncore participants may not be the same i~ the 
decision emanating from R.SS-OS-OlS. Because a decision in 
R.SS-OS-01S has not been rendered, and in the interest of 
goodwill, CAGD suggests that SoCal delete the portion of this 
statement referencing that core customer's participation shall 
be governed by the same rules and procedures applicable to 
noncore partiCipants. 

Interstate Pipeline Capacity 

SoCal's proposed Rule 32 states that -interstate piReline 
capacity-available for aggregators under the G-TARG (Targeted 
Natural Gas Sales to Transportation Customers) program shall be 
10% of the utility's reserved core capacity.- Sunrise/GasMark 
submit that this provision is vague because there is no specific 
access apportioned by supply basin, and there is no de~cription 
of how aggregators or core transport customers may shift from 
one supp'ly basin to another from one month to the next. 
SunriselGasMark propose that a99regators and/or core transport 
customers should have the same flexibility as the utility to 
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obtain more or less of their gas supplies from a particular 
supply basin in a particular month. 

SoCal replies that it does not ?bject to $unrise/G~sMa~k . 
proposal to obtain access to specific supply basins •. SoCal 
would allocate interstate pipeline capacity on a pro rata basis 
between the core. and noncore markets! and core a~gregators would 
be allowed to specify the regeipt po nts from the different 
supply basins. But like socal, core aggregators must specify 
the receipt points on a monthly basis. 

To comply with the noncore procure~ent decisions, D.90-09-089, 
et al, Socal explains that it must organize acces~ to the . 
interstate pipeline system so that Service Level 2 customers may 
be able to transport their. gas volumes on a firm b~sis. Like 
SoCal, core aggregators will be able to pick specific monthly 
pipeline routes for their gas. 

Discussion, SoGal would allow core aggregators to specify the 
receipt points from the different supply basins ona monthly 
basis. According to SoCal, this is the same procedure that 
applies to socal's operation. Socal explains that it would also 
provide core 8ggregators with their proportionate share of the 
access to the supply basins reserved for.core customers • 

D.9l-02-040 provides that core transport customers be given 
transmission access equivalent to the access given to core 
procurement customers. The decision also provides that the core 
transport customers are entitled to a pro rata access to ~he 
irtter$tate pipeline capacity in addition to the capacity for 
noncore transportation service. Core transport customer's 
access to interstate pipeline capacity shoul~ be equal to the 
utility's and in proportion to their share of total core demand, 
exclusive of the pipeline access for noncore transport 
customers. 

CACD believes that it is reasonable to expect SoCal to 
accommodate monthly nomination changes for access to particular 
supply basins. CACD notes that SoCal would also provide core 
aggregators with their proportionate share of the access to the 
supply basins reserved for core customers. Since Rule 32 does 
not reflect these two policies for core aggregators, CACD 
recommends that SoCal incorporate them under its description of 
targeted sales, as well as under the proposed Schedule G-TARG· 
for targeted sales for clarification. 

Nomination Flexibility 

SoCal's proposed tariff provides that nomination~ for core 
transportation volumes must be based on weather forecasts and 
historical volumes, and must be made in advance of the date of 
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consumpt~on. SoCal'$ G-TARG program lA.L. 20i&-A) and Rule 30 
(A.L. 2022-A) require monthly nominat ons to be submitted either 
five days (Transwestern) or six dar" s (El Paso) prior to the 
first day of the month. Daily nOm nations are due three days in 
advance. soCal's nominations for its bundled core sales are not 
so restricted and SoCal is able to adjust its nominations for 
its core sales customers up or down On the day before the gas 
flows. Sunrise/GasMark submit that ag9regators must have the 
same flexibilitr that Socal has in nom~natin9 gas supplies for 
its core portfo io on a monthly or a daily basIs. 

socal replies that it purchases core portfolio gas supplies on a 
monthly basis, not on a daily basis, and uses its storage 
facilities to make up for fluctuations in demand. SoCal 
explains that core aggregAtors will also be allowed to do the 
same in their gas purchAses, using storage similarly. 

Discussion. socal explains that its core portfolio purchases 
are done on a monthly basis, and that it uses its storage gas to 
meet demand changes. Sunrise/GasMark object to SoCal's changes 
in monthly and daily nominations, as well as its abil~ty to 
adjust its own daily nominations one day in advance of 
deliveries. 

In conjunction with implementation of an electronic bulletin 
board use for trading imbalances, Socal has also introduced a 
computerized nomination system for transporters. As a 
consequence of the computer-nomination program GasSelect, and 
per SoCal, due to the changes required by the procurement 
decision'S implementation, SoCal ha~ changed past prQcedures. 
Monthly nominAtions have i~creased from two days to four days on 
theEI Paso system and to five days on the Transw~stern system. 
Daily no~inationS and adjustments have increased from two days 
to three days for all transport customers. If a customer 
communicates by facsimile instead of the computer-nomination 
program, another day must be added. 

Standard nominations on the interstate pipelines have been two 
days in advance of the month and two days in advance of daily 
deliveries. SoCal has modified the two-day rule to accommodate 
the expected increase in individual nominations and the 
additional information needed to implement the gas sequencing 
required for the various service leVels. PG&E has not imposed 
such a nomination requirement, but PG&E is not also introducing 
an electronic nomination system. 

CACO ~equested socal to explain why it required the additional 
time for customer monthly and daily nominations. SoCal replied 
in a written response that ~he use of the interactive computer 
prQgram, or manual entries for customers participating without a 
computer, will require transaction entries and validation, and 
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·iterations to accommodate entry error reconciliations, 
transaction incompatibilities, and reentries. . 

SoCal's implementation of a computerized nomination system 1s 
elOngating the nomination process for transportation customers. 
This 1$ counterintuitive. CACD believes that the use of an 
electronic nomination system should enhance nominations, not 
impede them. 

Moreover, the eifectoi the nomination changes made by Socal 
amount to 9~rrymandering or skewing the procurement market, 
especially at the onset of each month. When all other consumers 
in PG&E's territory or out-oi-state transporters confirm 
nominations two days in advance, SoCal's end-users are 
disadvantaged, having tq pay the price oi nominating two and 
three days in advance of everyone else. Meanwhile, Socal does 
not stAte when it will require its own gas department to 
nominate. 

In addition, socal requests reserv~tion of the r~qh~ to. use the 
single day, E1 paso notice to backfill behind all of the 
nominations. In its written response to CACD, socal exp~ains . 
what happens on the El paso system one day prior to the flow of 
customer's qasl 

-On Day 4 (1 day prior to flow date) socalGas contacts El 
paso pipeline regarding scheduled volurnes.SoCAlGas still 
retains the right on El paso pipeline to.f~ll-in behind 
any interruptible or Targeted Sales shorftfa1ls with 
discretionary purchases should capacity become available-. 

SOCal may have notice lrom El Paso that some nomination space 
remains unfilled or that some delivery may not be made. In such 
cases, it is prudent for the utility to make any adjustments it 
can to optimize capacity use. It is this day which 
Sunrise/GasMark want to be able to have the same ability SoCal 
has to backfill behind scheduled nominations. CACD cannot 
conf~rm if Socal's -discretionary purchases· refer to core 
portfolio gas, storage gas, backup supplies, or some combination 
of the three. 

SoCal has not shown that the changes in the monthly or the daily 
nomination processes from two day's advance notice is warranted. 
SoCal has also not shown that it is reasonable to reserve 
backfill adjustments Solely to itself. No other party protested 
these changes to Rule 30, which initially were inserted into 
socal's supplemental noncore procurement filing on May 30# only 
Sunrise/GasMark raised the issues in protest to the core 
aggregation program. 

It is too near the implementation date to call whether these 
actions are required or not. CACD would prefer to recommend 
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that SOCal not change its current nomination procedures at this 
time, but instead return to the Commission after three months to 
request a change from the current Rule 30 Transportation tariff 
for nomination changes to a longer lead time if difficulties 
have .arisen. In addition, CACD would prefer to see soca! offer 
backfilling to customers on an as available basis. 

However, to SoCal's credit, it has taken the initiative to 
create an interactive compute~ program to ease the ~omp1~xities 
of nominations. It is far too late to cancel use Of the program 
at this time. Therefore, CACD recommends that the Commission 
adopt iEplementation of the computer-nomination program and that 
it also honor socal's request to backfill on the day before gas 
flows on the system on an interi~ basis, with both conditiOns 
subject to review, audit, and a limited-scope proceeding. Both 
SoCa1 and transporters need time to adjust to all the· . 
transportation changes, for it is difficult to predict what will 
occUr after August 1. The noncore prqcurement and. core 
a~9regation programs willb? more difficult to adm~nister than 
e1ther what Socal has done 1n the past or what is expected under 
capacity brokering. All parties will need the best tools 
available to ease the transitions. 

Daily Contract Quantity/Maximum Daily Ouantity 

sunrise/GasMark object to Socal's proposed daily contract . 
quantity (OCQ) that would limit aggregator's nominations to 105\ 
in the summer months and 130\ in the winter months. In their 
view, these are the same restrictions imposed upon noncore 
custo~ers under SoCal's proposed Rule 30 and should not be 
imposed upon core customers. 

In this connection, Sunrise/GasMark also object tot 

(1) SoCal's A.L. 2051, Core Aggreqationservice Agreement 
(Article I, Section 1.2.3), which limits the 
nominations for Service Level 1 transportation 
services to the MOO, and is inconsistent with SoCal's 
Rule I, which limits nominations to the DCQ; and 

(2) SoCal's A.L. 2051, Marketer/Aggregator Contract 
(Article I, Section 1.2), which limits the 
aggregator's transportation capacity ~o the totAl 
cumulative MOO, and fails to account for gas to be 
injected into storage. 

Broad Street objects to SoCal's DCQ and SDG&E's maximum daily 
quantity (~). Broad Str7et beiieves that SDG&E's l1Q~ 
tolerance 1S low for the w1nter months while Socal's 105\ summer 
tolerance is too small and less than the 10% tolerance band for 
imbalances . 
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Socal replies that Sunrise/GasMark is confusing KOO's and.DcQis. 
SoCal's CoreA9gregation Service Agreement ~efines the MDQas , 
105\ of the DCQ for summer (Summer MOO = 105 x DCQ), and 130\ of 
the DCQ for winter( Winter MOO = 10S\ x DCQ). Therefore, the 
coreaggregator is allowed to nominate in excess of its DCQ and 
there is no inconsistency on S6Cal f s filing. 

S6Cal explains that the calculation of its MDQ's gives latitude 
over the customers' expected d*ily usage. Since core 
aggregat6rs will have different types of customers, it would be 
easier for aggregators to keep a combined loAd within these 
limits for it is not anticipated that all customers will 
experience peak usage at the same time. With regards to storage 
capacity, the aggregators have the ability to use the additional 
5\ in the summer and the additional 30\ in the winter. Socal 
states that it provides no additional space for its own summer 
core storage and 25\ for its own winter core storage. s9cal _ 
points out that aggregators would even have less flexibility if 
it wants equal treatment with soCal's core customers. 

SDG&E replies that it believes that,~ts 110\ (of recorded 
seasonal peak day demand) MDQ is sufficient tolerance to meet 
customers' full demands in the summer or winter season. Since 
SDG&E bases its MOO on seasonal peak-day usage, SDG&E believ~s 
that there is no reason for a ~igher MDQ. SDG&E will.not refuse 
a legitimate customer request for a new MDQ, but it will not 
allow customers to abuse the nomination/delivery system to the 
possible detriment of other customers. 

Discussiont Contrary to Sunrise/GasMark 6 s view, SoCal has not 
imposed the same nomination restriction on core aggregator 6 s 
loads as it has for noncore customers. SoCal 6 s daily contract 
quantity is based on an annual; historical av~rage.of use per 
customer. SoCal's varying calculation of 105% during the summer 
months and 130% during the winter months does offer greater 
flexibility to core aggregators over both noncore customers and 
socal's core operations. 

As SoCal points out; not all customers will experience peak 
usage at the ~ame time, so that an aggregator, with some varying 
combination of residential and small commercial loads, should 
exper1ence offsetting demands. SoCal has allowed core 
aggregators 5% tolerance above its,own core operations year 
round. This tolerance plus the 10% tolerance band above and 
below imbalances should offer core aggregators sufficient 
flexibility. 

SDG&E has provided even greater flexibility to aggregators, with 
its calculation of 110\ of seasonal peak day usage. Again, with 
another 10\ tolerance band aboVe and below this amount for 
imbalances, core aggregators should have reasonable,flexibility. 
Both utilities know their customers, climate conditions, and 
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their system operations. CACO must rely on bOth utilities' 
offered tolerances as being based on expected, annual 
operational requirements. CACO recommends no changes to these 
tolerances at this time. 

"Electronic Bulletin Board 

sunrise/GdsMark propose that soCal be required to provide 
current and projected system gas flow information through 
socal's electronic bulletin board. Aggregators should be 
allowed to use this"information to coordinate supply deliveries 
with system conditions. -

soCal replies that the current and pro1ected system qa~ flow 
information is voluminous and the prov1sion of such information 
in Socal's electronic bulletin boArd would not ~e helpful to the 
dg9regAtors. Instead,SoCal suggests the use of its GasSelect 
system which will provide bulletins on interstate outages and 
curtailment events. socal believes that the informAtion on 
interstate outages and curtailments is all an aggregator should 
need. 

Discussiont soCal's electronic bulletin board will enable 
brokers, marketers, shippers, suppliers,and customers tq post 
and access information concerning gas volume~ AvAilable for 
purchase and/or sales and access industry information. 

so~al should welcome Sunrise/GasMark's request for system tl~w 
information., Socal should provide any aggregator's request for 
gas flow information, at least Summary information by pipeline 
and basin on the interstate system and at socal receipt points. 
Transportation customerS need to plan procurement s~rategies and 
require such information to plan what counterstrategies can be 
made to assure deliveries and maintain balances. It is sensible 
for socal to provide as much information about th~ system status 
as possible to ensure transporting customers' performance and to 
optimize capacity_ 

If SoCal believes that this information will be voluminous for 
its electronic bulletin board, then it should provide summary 
information, at leAst on a daily basis for trAnsporter's use. 
CACD recommends that socal provide summary statistics about -
system daily flows and any ne~r-term projections on its bulletin 
board on an interim basis. If warranted, such information could 
be programmed into the GasSelect system. 

Evidence Satisfactory to the Utility 

Sunrise/GasMark questions socal's proposed Rule 32 that requires 
evidence satisfactory to the utility -that supply arrangements 
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are Agreed upOn by all parties,- socal does not d~fine what 
constitutes satisfactory eVidence. sunrise/GasHark point out 
that 4ggregators should not be required to provide s6cal with 
price information in supplier contracts, but should only have to 
provide the volumes and receipt points into the interstate 
pipeline system. 

SoCal replies that it wants a sufficient confirmation ot the 
existence of contracts between the aggregator and ~nd-use 
customers, and between the a~gregator and the supplier. SoCal 
states that it is not requir1ng the price information in any 
documentation providing this confirmation. 

Discussion. Price information concerning the gas contracted by 
t~e ag9~egatorfrom ~ts supplier is conf~dential~ S6Cal.is not 
requir1ng aggregators to provide this information, however, it 
is unc~ear what information will prove satisfactoryi 8~nce it is 
not defined in the rule. CACO recommends that soca clearly 
state in its tariffs the satisfactory evidence that it.will 
accept from the Aggregators to support the existence of 
contracts between the aggregators, its end-use customers, and 
its suppliers. 

Imbalance Charges 

Sunrise/GasMark protest SoCa1's Rule 32 (under Billing) which 
provides that the customer is not responsible ,for the, 
aggregator's imbalance charges in the event of a default by.the 
aggreqator. The customer should be ultimately responsible for 
all charges imposed by the utility for transportation or supply
related service. 

SoCal replies that Sunrise/GasMark is asking for a m~di£ication 
of 0.91-02-040 (Appendix A, page 2, Item 3), which clearly 
states thatirnba1ance.charges will be the aggregator·s . 
responsibility. SoCal states that Sunrise/GasMark should have 
filed a petition for modif~cation, not a protest to an advice 
letter filing, to request for a change in a Commission decision. 

Discussion. 0.91-02-040 (Appendix A, page 2) clearly states 
that imbalance charges will be the responsibility of the 
customer agents. Ultimately, end-users shall be responsibie for 
all utility charges except those pertaining to. imbalance 
charges. SoCal's tariff is consistent with 0.91-02-040. 

Split Loads 

Sunrise/GasMark agree with Socal·s tariff that the split of 
loads between procurement from the utility and from an 
a99regator is consistent with 0.91-02-040. But, according to 
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sunrise/GasKark, this procedure imposes a -disproportionate~ 
burden on a99regators when there is an imbalance at the end of 
the month. 

-If, for example, a customer estimates its total gas, . 
purchases for a month and splits its purchases equally 
between the utility and the aggregator, and if the 
customer only consumes one-half of its estimate, the 
entire burden for the Imbalance is imposed upon the 
aggregator. - This is the case even if the aggregator 
delivered to the california border the exact amount of gas 
requested by the customer-. 

sunrise/GasMark explain that, although 0.91-02-040 provides that 
imbalances shall be the aggregator's responsibility, it is 
unfair to have the aggregator bear the full burden for an 
imbalance that is attributable to procur~ment from both the 
utility.~nd the aggregator. Therefore, for ·split loads-, gas 
should flow through the meter on a proportionate basis between 
sales and transportation gas. 

socal replies that Sunrise/GasMark had since February 1991 to 
petition for a modification of the ·split load- prOVision of 
0.91-02-040 and chose not do so. Socal states that protests to 
advice letter filings are uSed to cite utility tariffs' non
compliance wi~h a commission decision, not to request for a 
decision modification. 

socal also replies that the aggregator's imbalance penalty 
resulting from the variance in customers' usage is a problem 
between the aggregator and the customer. It makes no difference 
to the utility what caused the imbalance. 

Socal adds that it would be administr~tively impossible for 
SOCal to revise its billing system effective August 1 service 
·on a proportionate basis between sales and transportation gas,· 
as proposed by Sunrise/GasMark. 

Oiscussiont 0.91-02-040 requires core customers nominating 
portions of their loads to specify monthly ga~purchases from 
the utilities, which would be counted as the first volumes 
through each customer~s meter. CACD ~aS able to poll the 
utilities on how many core aggregation customers have elected to 
split their procurement loads. To date, socal is the only 
utility having such custom~rs and the incidence is small. 

While it appears u~fair to have the aggregator bear the full 
imbalance penalty for an imbalance that may not be totally 
attributable to the aggregator, 0.91-02-040 clearly states that 
imbalances are the agqreqator's responsibility, Without a 
Commission action to modify that order, this policy cannot be 
altered. 
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sunrise/GasM~rk protest socal's_tariff_(Rule 32, pa~ag~aph I), 
which provides an imbalance tolerance of 10\ to core transport 
customers. Sunrise/GasMark state that this is the same 
imbalance tolerance for noncore transport customers. 
sunrise/GasMark argue that the balancing standard for core and 
noncore transport customers must not be the same due to the 
difference in their type of load and due to the absolute 
flexibility afforded to core sales customers. ·In this . 
connection, sunrlse/GasMark also protest sOCal's A.L. 2051, 
Marketer/AggregAtor Contract (Article V), which subjects the 
aggregator to the same balancing and storage bAnkin9 rules that 
apply to noncore customers and their marketer/suppl1er. 

sunrlse/GasMArk argue that core ~ustomers' loAds are extremely 
temperature-sensitive, and therefore, an accurate balance can 
not be achieved, remarking that even Socal is unable to balance 
its core loAds on a day-to-day or monthly basis. 
sunrise/GasMark further argue that the aggregated_core 
transportation is a pilot program, and balancing for core 
customers has never been done on a formal basis. 

socal replies that 0.91-02-040 recognized that core transport 
customers are not in the same position as utility core sales 
customers, and therefore, making a distinction between these two 
types of customers is appropriate. For negative imbalances, 
Socal states t~at it will have to provide backup service through 
the purchase of gas which would be more expensive than its 
average procu~ement costs. SoCal argues that core aggregators 
should, therefore, be in balance over a monthly period to avoid 
SoCal1s increased cost of operation. soCal states that the 10% 
(positive or negative) imbalance tolerance plus the 5i . 
prqcurement tolerance should provide core aggregators with 
sufficient flexibility in pu~chasinq gas for its core customers. 

Discussion. 0.90-11-061 provides that core-transport customers' 
balancing service shall be on the same terms and conditions as 
noncore transport customers; 0.91-02-040 also implies the same 
provision. Therefore, SoCal'g tariff requiring an imbalance 
tolerance of 10% is consistent with the decision'S intent. 

Sunrise/GasMark argue for greater flexibility and socal has 
provided greater flexibility than it,requires of its own 
operation for core balancing. The 5~ tolerance provided to 
aggregators, in addition to the 10% imbalance tolerance and the 
cushion of soCal providing backup. supply if something goes 
wrong, does provide aggregators with additional flexibility over 
nonc6re transporters and over Soeal. CACO recommends no 
additional changes to socal's current provisions for imbalance 
services to core aggregators . 
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Access is uncertain of SOG&E's pOsition on the $10/decAtherm 
balancing penalty. SDG&E'S reply to Access' protest/petition 
dated April 29, 1991 and its revised Rule 14 (under A.L. 740-G-
8) state that the balancing penalty will apply when n6ncOr& 
customers are curtailed. However, .SDG&E's Schedule.GTCA 
(Natural GAs Transmission Service for Core Aggregation 
Customers)!" Standby Service Fee, states that the balancing 
penalty W1 1 apply when core customers are curtailed. 

Further, Access requests that SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, standby 
Service Fee, include not only the use of storage volumes to 
avoid the standby service ,fee, but that it should also inclUde 
imbalance tradinq. Use of both will serve to keep the system in 
balance. 

SOG&E replies that the issues concerning the $10 p~r decatherm 
balancing penalty and the use of~torage gas to effect a trade 
are addressed in Resolution G-~95S. SOG&E will revise its 
tariffs to show the changes as set forth in Resolution G-2955. 

Discussiont While it is not clear to Access why SDG&E's reply 
to Access' protest/petition does not match its proposed tariffs 
for the balancing penalty, it is clear that SDG&& will apply the 
$IO/decatherm balancing fee when all noncore gas s~~ice is , 
fully curtailed. SDG&& should submit revised tariffs to comply 
with Resolution G-2955. CACD has no additional recommendations. 

socal Balancing penalty 

Sunrlse/GasMark support Socalis proposed tariff which fmposes 
the standby and balancing charge when standby service ~s 
curtailed to any other Service Level 1 customers. 
Sunrise/GasMark disagree with the Commission's interim 
Resolution G-2955 which imposes the balancing and standby charge 
when standby service is curtailed to service Level 2 customers. 

Although socal concurs with Sunrise/GasMark that core standby 
service is to be curtailed concurrently with that of service 
Level 2 standby service, Socal replies that Sunrise/GasMark 1s 
again objecting to a Corr~ission decision in Resolution G-2955. 

Discussiont Resolution G-2955 provides for the following! 

-The balancing penalty applies when bAlancing services to 
Service Level 2 customers are curtailed; 

-Imbalance trading and the use of storage gas should be 
used to eliminate or reduce imbalances: and 
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The resolution ordered the utilities to amend their tariffs 
accordingly, CACD notes that s6Cal's Rule 32, pa~agtaph (N), 
incorrectly states that the balancing penalty applies when , 
service to any other core customers is curta led. socal should 
revise its tariff"to read that balancing charges apply when" 
standby service is curtailed to Service Level 2 customers. 

Sunrise/GasMa~k ~ay file a petition for modification of interim 
Resolution G-2955 to address the adopted imposition of standby 
and balancing charges when standby service is curtailed to 
service Level 2 customers. " 

SOG,E Core Storage 

Access points out that SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Core ~torage 
Allocation, does not detail the seasonal schedule of storage 
injections, withdrawa~s, and adjustments. Access is concerned 
with SDG&E'$ storage flexibility and requests that the 
aggregated-load core transporters' proportionate share of 
"storage hav~ the same storage schedules and injection and 
withdrawAl flexibility available to SDG&£'S core load • 

Access also questions SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special condition 
No. 19, which prohibits the use ot core storage gas to effect a 
trade. 

To comply with ~esolution G-2955, SDG&E replies t~at it will 
revise its Schedule GTCA to include the details of its storage 
program for core aggregation and~to state that co~e aggregation 
customers may use storage gas, if available, to effect an 
imbalance trade. 

Discussion1 CACD recommends that SDG&E revise both its core 
aggregation schedule to provide details otits sto~age program 
for core aggregators and its Schedule GSTORE to reflect these 
changes. SDG&E should also outline the conditions when storage 
gas may be used to effect an imbalance trade. 

SoCal Core Storage 

Sunrise/GasMark objec~ to socal's proposed tariff that allows 
aggregators a total of one cycle of injection and withdrawal 
each year. Sun~is~/GasMark point out that this is a rigid 
provision that fails to conside~ core transportation.~ustomers' 
need to inject or withdraw gas from storage during off-periods 
to satisfy imbalances or to make-up for prior underdellveries 
into storage. Core transport-only customers should be able to 
use storage for balancing on a year-round basis • 
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Sunrise/GasMark submit that aggregAtors should have the same 
flexibiiity to use additional interstate capacity for the 
purpose of storage injections as is enjoyed by SoCal on behalf 
of its core sales customers. 

socai replies that sunrise/GasMark faii to understand that S6Cal 
uses onlI one injection/withdrawal cycle for its core purchases. 
Socal fo lows a pattern of con~istent injections up to November 
'1 of each year and a pattern of consistent withdrawals through 
May 1. socal seeks to ensUre that core aggregators are limit~d 
to similar storage availability. socal notes that the 
Comrnission·s provision for imbalance storage allows aggregators 
to either inject or ~ithdraw gas in any given month. But such 
imbalances cannot be allownd.bY socal to be cycled contihuously 
in and out of storage free of charge because this would render 
the Commission's balancing requirements meaningless. Through 
SoCal's one injection/withdrawal cycle, soca1 intends to limit 
the aggregator injection/withdrawal on.a cumulative basis. 
socal agrees to revise its Rule 32 to further clarify its 
injection and withdrawal procedure. 

socal's core transmission rate only includes the costs 
associated with a single cycle of injection and withdrawal. 
socal argues that if core aqqreqators are allowed to inject and 
withdraw gas at will, without reimbursing 50cal, the additional 
costs will not be recovered through the core transmission rate, 
and would initially be borne by Socal's shareholders, and 
ultimately would be passed on to ratepayers. Accordingly, Socal 
states that it is reasonable to limit core aggregators to a 
single injection/withdrawal cycle unless aggregators pay for the 
c~sts of additional injections and withdrawals through the use 
of SoCal·s G-STOR program. 

SoCal als~ expl~ins that just as it cannot withdraw gas from 
storage if insufficient gas has been injected into storage, core 
a99regators should not be permitted.~o withdraw gas from storage 
unless aggregators have injected sufficient gas in storage. 
SoCal states that core aqgregators will always be permitted to 
have the flexibility to adjust deliveries downward, but will be 
prohibited to adjust deliVeries upward unless they have provided 
sufficient gas in storage. 

DiscuSsionl CACO requested that soca~ provide a description of 
one cycle of injections and withdrawals into storage. SoCal 
responded that one cycle referred to a cumulative injection into 
storage up to an aggregator's portion of core storage and a 
cumulative withdrawal of this storage over the year. 

Sunrise/GAsMark argue that the single cycle provision is rigid 
and fails to allow for imbalance trading or for make-up of prior 
underdeliveries to storage. SoCal states that this provision 
follows its own annual pattern of storage for the core and 
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follows the rate design incorporated in the core transmission 
rate. SoCaiadds that if a99regators believe they need 
additional flexibility, the storage program will be availabl~. 
CACobelieves that no changes in SoCal's cote aggregator storage 
provisions are required at this time, bu~.that it should define 
its single cycle terminology in its tariffs. 

Interruptibility by the Customer 

SOG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition No. 25 
(Interruptibility by the Customer), requires a 30-day written 
notice prior to any customer action which would -significantly 
impact- the delivery of contracted gas volumes. Broad Street 
believes that this ,requirement is unreasonabl~ considering the 
probable members of the core aggregation group. Broad Street 
adds that it is not. clear w~~t cons~itutes a -significant. 
impact-, and it would be difficult for customers to know 30 days 
in advance when their facilities might be required to shut down. 

Broad.Street is aware that signilicant ch4nges in nortcore loads 
may affect SDG&E. But this is not true of core customers who 
are part of the core aggregate groups and who may not have the 
ability or the advance knowledge to prov~de the 30-day written 
notice required by SDG&E's proposed.tariff. Broad Street 
requests th~t SDG&E change its tariff accordingly and define the 
term ·significant impact.· 

SDG&E replies ~hat this provision was carried over from its 
previous tariffs and agrees to delete such provision from its 
Schedule GTCA. 

Discussion. SDG&E's 30-day notice provision is an old condition 
required ol transport customers to allow fOr scheduled 
maintenance ol the customer'S facilities. The utility needed 
the advance notice to plan system operations. CACD agrees with 
SDG&E that this provision is not applicable to core aggregators, 
and that it shOUld be removed from the tari!f. 

Service Issues 

Open Season 

Broad Street poi~ts out that soCal's and SDG&E's core 
aggregation tariff rules are too late since the open season ends 
on July 1. Broad Street argues that protests to SoCal's A.L. 
2051 and SDG&E's A.L. 748-G-A need to be considered by the 
cowmission, and any changes in SoCal's and SDG&E's tariffs may 
not even be published before the end of July 1 open season. 
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SDG&E replies.that it recognizes the critical timin9 issue 6f 
the filing and approval of new.core aggregation tar1ffs, but 
many issues need further clarification and resolution by the 
Commission. 

Discussion. The Commission issued interim Resolutions G-~955 
and G-2956 on J~ne 19, 1991 because it was concerned ,with the 
tirnel~ fi~~n~ 6f the new core a~9~e9ation tariffs before the end 
of the open season. Because spec~f~c issues and protests to the 
supplemental core aggregation filings have to be resolved, a 
subsequent Commission resolution is required. CACD is aware 
that there may be questions even after the program commences, 
and encourages the utilities and core aggregation customers to 
achieve a reasonable solution consistent with the guidelines of 
the aggregation decision and resolutions. 

Changes in Membership 

Access argues thatSDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition 
No.3, requires a 90-day written notice to the utility for 
membership increases and that Special Condition No. 5 (Open 
Nominating season), also requires a90-day advance notice for 
service requests after August 1, 1991. Access requests a 
reduction of SDG&E's service initiation to 30 days, because 30 
days is more than adequate time to change a core customer 
account to a core-transportation only account. 

Broad Street objects to SoCal's and SDG&E's propose4 tariff 
which allows the addition and exchange of members after a 90-day 
notice to the utility. Broad Street argues tha~ this.is not 
consistent with the 0.91-02-040 which provides for a ,o-day 
restriction before an aggregating group may ch~nge membership. 
As an alternative, Broad Street suggests use of PG&E's procedure 
which allows additions ~o the core aggregate group, once a new 
member is qualified, e(fective as of the next meter reading 
after the completion of the necessary paperwork. 

Sunrise/GasMark argue that.a99regators should not have to wait 
for 90-days to remove a delinquent customer from a core 
aggregation group even though 0.91-02-040 requires a 90-day 
notice for a group membership change. _ Instead Sunrise/GasMark 
suggest a 30-day period to replace a delinquent customer whose 
loss will cause the group's total demand to decrease below the 
250,000 therms per year. On the other hand, a 3a-day written 
notice to the utility (in addition to other available remedies) 
will allow a customer's removal from the group. 

SDG&E replies that it has taken the 90-day requirement directly 
from D.91-02-040, Appendix A, page 2 • 
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socalreplies that Sunrise/GasMark protest a requirement in 
0.91-02-040, and that the Commission should reject this attempt 
to use a protest to an advice letter filing in lieu of a 
petition for modification. socal states that it normally takes 
approximately six months before it can terminate a cUstomer's 
service. Accordingly, it not unreaso~able to require core 
aggregAtorsto provide the utility a 90-day notice prior to the 
removal of a delinquent customer from the aggregator's group. 

oiscllssiona D.91-02-040 gave core customers desiring utility
transport onl¥ services an opportunity to participate in the 
core 8ggregat1on program initially through an open seasOn. 
After the"o~en.season, th~ c~re aggregation ~ervice will be open 
to all qual1fied customers until the 10\ level of the total 
retail core requirement thres~old is met. The requests for core 
transport se~ice after the open season s~all be processed on a 
first-come, first-served basis (FCFS). After August 1; 1991, 
when the core aggregation program is on operation, core 
aggregation groups may chanve their members following a 90-day 
no~ice to the utility, prov1ded the total volume of 2S0,QOO 
therms per year is satisfied. socal's and SDG&E's tariff 
requiring a 90-day notice for addition or deletion in the core 
aggr~gation's group is consistent with D.91-02-040. SDq&E's 
tariff requiring a 90-day notice for service requests after 
August 1, 1991 is not ~ecessarily consistent with 0.91-02-040 • 
For service requests after the open season, D.91-02-040 o~ly 
provides a FCFS processing. Therefore, upon completion of the 
necessary paperwork, core transport service can commence. CACO 
recommends that SDG&E's tariff .be amended to state that requests 
for core aggregation service after AugUst 1, 1991 shall be 
processed on a FCFS basis, and that core transport service will 
begin"after qualification and completion of the necessary 
workpapers. 

To remove a deiinquent customer whose loss will cause the 
group's total to decrease below the 250,000 therms per year, 
Socal proposes to giv~ aggreg~tors 90 days to replace a 
delinquent member. If the deficient load is not replaced, the 
Aggregator will be allo~ed to remain in the program until the 
end of the one-year contract term. SoCal's proposal is 
consistent with D.91-02-040 and CACD recommends no additional 
changes. 

Renewal of Service 

Broad Street points out that SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special 
Condition No.2 (Gas Service Agreement), requires a written 
renewal notice prior to the expiration contract from core 
aggregation customers. Broad Street argues that SDG&E's renewAl 
notice is unnecessary and places the shipper at some risk for 
lapses of contract terms. Instead, Broad Street proposes the 
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adoption of PG&E's evergreen renewal term, which automatically 
continues part~cipation in the core aggregation program unless 
otherwise notified by the customer. BroAd stree~adds that it 
will benefit the core shippers if utilities' tariffs are 
consistent. 

SOG&E replies that it will revise its tariffs to allow for an 
automatic renewal of the customer's service agreement unless the 
~ustomer provides SDG&E a 30-day advance notice of termination. 

Discussion. 0.91-02-040 does not address the issue of service 
renewal after each contract term. CACD notes that both PG&E and 
SoCal have an evergreen renewal term, which automatically 
continues customers' participation in the core aggregation 
program to the ~ollowinq tenn unless a discontinuance notice is 
sent to the utility. CACD believes Brqad Street's request is 
reasonable and recommends SDG&E's tariff adopt an evergreen 
renewal term. 

Acceptance to the Program 

Broad Street believes that SoCal's prOpOsed Rule 32 (A), 1. 
(Open Season), should be corrected to state that the 
·customers,· and not aggregators,.will be accepted into the 
program until the total core aggregation capacity is reached. 
Brqad Street's proposed correction is consistent with the 
definitions proposed by SoCal's A.L. 2022 and 202l-A. 

Discussiont 0.91-02-040 basically provides core aggregation 
rules for core transport customers. Bro~d Street's request is 
reasonable. CACO recom..TLends that SoCal revise its tariff to 
state that ·customers· will be accepted to the core aggregAtion 
program until the 10% of the totAl retail core capacity 
requirement is reached. 

Billing Issues 

Deposit Fee fo~ Reserving Capacity (Good Faith Deposit) 

Broad Street protests SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition 
No. 14 (Deposit Fee for Reserve Capacity), and SDG&E's Rule 7 
(C), Deposits, which place the burden of the capacity 
reservation deposit on the aggregator. Broad Street argues that 
this is inconsistent with 0.91-02-040, which provides tha~ the 
core transport customers bear the $10 per thousand cubic feet 
per day deposit on capacity requested. Broad Street adds that 
an aggregator and a customer may choose to have the aggregator 
bear the cost, but that this is a decision between them. Broad 
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Street requests that SDG'E's tariff be amended to place the 
deposit payment responsibility on the customer. 

Broad Street also protests S06&&'s Rule 7 (A), Deposits, which 
provides for the establishment of credit by depositing to the 
utility two months' estimated average monthly bill. Broad 
Street argues that this deposit is excessive, and that a 
customer'S creditworthiness requirement for core aggregAtion 
makes the deposit unreasonable and unnecessary. 

sunrise/GAsMark claim that SOCal should correct its tariff 
regarding the good.faith deposit of $10 per 'thousand cubic feet 
per day, t~ state that it will be either cre~ited to the 
customer'S or Aggregator's ~irst bill, or refunded, within 
lSO-days after the request for service. 

SDG&E replies that it will revise its tariff to ,clarify that the 
capacity reservation deposit will be collected from the 
customers. SDG&E agrees with Broad Street that the 
determination of whether the agqregator or the customer bears 
the capacity reservation (ee can be negotiated between the 
parties, but SDG&E's tariffs need not reflect such details. 

SDG&E also replies that the prOVisions of Rule 7 (A), Deposits, 
are existing provisions that have been,approved by the 
Commission. SDG&E explains that it only added a prOVision for 
core transportation deposit in compliance with 0.91-02-040. 

Discussion! D.91-02-Q40 provid~s that core transpor~ customers 
shall be responsible for the $10 per thousand cubic feet per day 
deposit on ,capacity requested. The decision also provides for a 
deposit refund, with interest, if utility service is unavailable 
within 180 days. SDG&E'S Schedule GTCA and Rule 7 should be 
revised to state that the core transport customers are 
respq~sible for the capacity reservation deP9sit. But SDG&E's 
tariff need not detail any capacity reservation deposit 
negotiations ~tween the customer and the aggregator. 
Socal's good faith deposit should be revised to state that the 
capacity reservation deposi~ may be credited to the,customer's 
or aggregator's bill, or refunded, with interest, within 180 
days if utility service is unavailable. 

CACD agrees that the prOVisions of SDG&E's Rule 7 (A), Deposits, 
are eXisting provisions previously ,approved by the Commission, 
and that the additional provision for the core transportation 
deposit complies with D.91-02-040. 

CACD notes that SoCal's tariff states that the good faith 
deposit of $10 per ~hou6and cubic feet per day of capacity 
requested will be -forfeited either totally or in proportion to 
the amount of capacity that has been re~uced·. CACD ~ote~ that 
D.91-02-040 only prov~des for the forfe~ture of depos1ts for 
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capacity reservations in genetal by customers who subsequently 
decline core aggregation service. CACO believes that it 15 
reasonable for SoCal to include a partial forfeiture of 
customer's depOsit, in addition to total. depOsit forfeiture, 
because the customer may deprive the utility from offering 
additional capacity to other customers when customers hold on to 
more capacity than they need. CACD notes that SDG&E's core 
aggregation manual ~lso reflects a total or partial deposit 
forfeiture, but this provision is not reflected in SDG&E's 
tariff. CACD recommends that socal's tariff retain and SDG&E's 
tariff include the total and partial forfeiture of deposit 
provision, 

Standard for Creditworthiness 

socal's establishment of credit tariff would allow SoCal to 
terminate an aggregator's contract if SoCal determines that an 
aggregator's financial change has adversely affected its . 
creditworthiness. Sunrlse/GasMark point out that if Socal can 
terminate a contract based on the aggregator's failure to meet a 
creditworthiness standard, then that standard should be stated. 

SoC~l explaln~that, if there has been a change in the 
agqregator's financial status, it intends to provide an 
agqregator an opportunity to continue participation in the 
program by either having the aggregator re-establish its line of 
credit or by limiting the extent of the AgqregAtor's 
participation. But to the extent that an aggreqator's 
creditworthiness is substantially diminished, SoCal would 
terminate the aggregAtor's contract immediAtely. SOCal adds 
that the aggrega~or can dispute SoCal's decision to terminate 
the contract by filing a complaint with the Commission. 

Discussiont Soeal Rule 32, paragraph B.l.would Allow Socal to 
terminate an Aggregator's contract if soCal determines that the 
aggregator's financial sitUAtion has adversely changed the 
aggregator's credit~orthiness. Sunrise/GasMark's request that 
Socal state the financial standard that an aggregator has to 
meet. CACD notes that SoCal's reply to Sunrise/GasMark's 
request is inadequate. SoCal's reply {ails to state the 
Aggregator's financial condition which SOCal would consider 
below the standard. SoCal's tariff should state the 
financial standard aggregators must meet and the options 
available to the aggregAtor, depending upon the degree of 
financial change. 

soeal security Deposit 

BroadStreet questions SOCal's Rule 32, which requires a 
security deposit in the amount of the daily contract quantity 
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times the average bundled core rate times sixty days, Broad 
. street agrees with the sixty-day period, but it disagrees with 
the use of a bundl~d rate which amounts to $0.596 per thermo 
Broad Street believes that this propOsal should be rejected 
because it is an onerous requirement that would cause an 
unnecessary hardship to the aggregators. 

sunrise/GbsMark comment that soCal's proposed security deposit 
is excessive and should be limited to no more than one month's 
procurement charge at the core subscription price. 
sunrise/GasMark argue that it is.unnecessary and unreasonAble to 
imP9se a security depOsit in excess of one month because the 
utility has the recourse of terminating the aggregator for 
nonpayment. To ensure that the utility receives payment from 
the aggregator, sunrise/GAsMark suggest that customers could be 
required to pay into an escrow account during the time in which 
an aggregator's creditworthiness has not been confirmed. 
Sunrise/GbsMark argue that an escrow account based on current 
reVenues is more reasonable because there is no large amount of 
~ash or credit.outlay by an aggregator and held by the utility 
for an unspecified time. 

Bro*d.Street and Sunrise/GasMark also protest socal's proposed 
t~riff to charge a $700 credit application fee to cover the cost 
of analyzing a potential aggregatorts credi~ 1n lieu of a 
security deposit. This credit analysis shall be done by an 
outside agency~' Broad street and sunrise/GasMark argue that 
this proposed fee has no basis. 

SoCal explai.ns that its requirement in the amount of the average 
bundle core rate times ~ixti days is consistent with socal's 
current Rule 7, which r~quires new cu~tomers to make a security 
deposit in the amo~nt of two months of average use. socal 
argueS that it is fair that the agqreqator be subject to a 
similar deposit requirement since the aggregator is the 
customer's agent. SocAl states that the creditworthiness 
standards are necessary to protect soCal1s core customers who 
participate in the program from paying the cost of gas delivered 
twice. With this standard, SoCal wants to protect ratepayers 
from the defaulting aggregator. 

SoCal replies that although the protestants all~ge that there is 
no specific authority for a credit application fee, the 
protestants fail to acknowledge that there 1s also no 
prohibition for SOCal providing this option. socal further 
states that the $700 fee accurately reflects the cost of an 
initial credit determination and a periodic reevalUAtion 
thereof. since this lee accurately reflects the credit 
evaluation cost, the fee is reasonable and cannot be refunded to 
the aggregator • 
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Discussion. CACO note$ that SoCal pro~ses to allow core 
aggregators to establish credit in two ways. First, the . 
aggregator mar establish aline of credit though completion of a 
a credit appl cation that shall include financial information 
needed to establish the ag9re~ator's line of credit •. soCal 
would require a $700 non-refundAble credit application fee to 
cover the cost of initial credit determination and a periodic 
reevaluation thereof. The creditworthiness evaluation shall be 
conducted by an outside credit analysis agency and shall set the 
daily contract quantity (DCQ). The DCQ shall ~e the quantity 6f 
gas an aggregator requires for its core aggregation customers on 
a secured or unsecu~edb~sis~ S~cond. the aygregator may submit 
a security deposit 1n lieu of the creditworthiness evaluation. 
The security deposit may be in.the following forms. cash 
deposit, quarantees, letters 6f credit, or surety bonds. 

Whichever way the aggregator chooses, the amount of security 
deposit or credit limit must equal sixty days of the daily 
contract quantity (OCQ) at the average bundled core rate. The 
average bundled core rate is the twelve-month average core
subscription, weighted average cost of gas (WACOG) plus the 
average core transmission rate. The requirement of the average 
bundled core rate for sixty days is consistent with.socal's Rule 
7, DepOsits, which requires residential and non-reSidential new 
customers to deposit an amount equal to two months of average 
use. 

CACD notes that the creditworthiness standard is not addressed 
in D.91-02-040. The utility'S purpose for this requirement is 
to ensure the payment of qas purchased and delivered by the 
utility due to the aggregator's failure to deliver the 
contracted core aggregation group's gas load. This requirement 
is consistent with the utility'S new customers' deposit (Rule 7) 
requirement to establish credit, which requires a deposit equal 
to two months average use. This creditworthiness requirement 
would also protect the core tra~sport customer~ from -double
paYment of gas. In the event of aggregator's failure to deliver 
the-contracted gas, the utility has the responsibility of 
purchasing (and also charging) gas for the cOre transport 
customers. Most likely, the core transport customers will have 
paid their aggregator, a~d the core transport customers may have 
to pay agai~ ~or the utility procured qas in the.event the 
aggregator fails to deliver and pay for the utility purchased 
gas. with the security depo~it requirement, the utility can . 
apply the aggregator's deposit to the utility purchased gas. If 
the aggregator's deposit is not sufficient to cover the utility 
purchased. gas, then the core transport customers would be liable 
for the difference. 

CACO believes that Socal's two ways of establishing credit is 
reasonable. The $700 non-refundable credit application fee is 
reasonable because it would cover not only the cost of initial 
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credJ.t determination by an outside qredit agency, but also a 
reevaluation. However, the basis of the daily cOntract quantity 
is not clear. CACD recommends that daily contract quantity be 
based on the average of the total daily contract quantity. The 
requirement of 60 days is also adequate and is consistent with 
soCal's present Rule 7, Deposit. The average bundled core rate 
(cowmodity plus transportation costs) is reasonable because the 
utility may have to purchase gas at a higher rate. Therefore, 
CACD recommends the adoption Socal's two-way proposal under 
which an aggregator can establish credit, with an explanation 
that the DCQ &hall be based on the average total daily contract 
qUantity. 

SDG&E security Deposit 

Access argues that SDG&E's .assumption ot a core aggregatot's 
four month total failure of payment should be reduced by half, 
because it is unreAsonable to base a creditworthiness 
r~quirernent on the assumption of a full tour-month total failure 
of payment. 

Access further argues that SDG&E's core a99t~9ator's . 
creditworthiness standard requires letters of credit issued by 
banks with an international office and located within SDG&E's 
service area. Access states that this is an unreasonable 
restriction because other reputable banks reside outside SDG&E 
service area. Access requests that this restriction be removed 
from SDG&E's procedure. 

SDG&E replies that its creditworthiness policy reflects ~h~ 
end-use customer's es~ablished t~o-month'cre4it depo~it for full 
bundled service to offset 100% of the WACOG for the first two 
months of the four-month risk period. The core aggregator is 
only required to post the additional 50\ for the first two 
mont~s plus 150~ for the other two months. SDG&E b~lieves that 
the four-month full risk requir~ment is reasonable for it 
protects the end-use customers from imbalance penalty costs, 
which may not be under the end-use customers' direct control. 

SDG&E also replies that it agrees with Ac~ess t~at an 
irrevocable letter of credit should be allowed from any bank 
subject to SDG&E's approval and acceptance. 

Discussiont CACD notes SDG&E's proposed billing procedure for 
core aggregator's nonpayment. If thecate aggregator agent 
4elivers zero volume in month one, 5DG&E will apply the 
following proceduresa(l) notify the aygregator of the 
imbalance at the end of month one, (2) bill the Aggregator for 
the imbalance after month two, (3) begin credit Action during 
month three; and (4) give the aggregator until the end of month 
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four to make full payment. Therefore, SDG&E's total risk is 
four months, assuming a zero delivery from the Aggregator. 

. -
currently, SDG&E customers PQst a two-month security de~sit 
when initiating service. This depOsit is returned with interest 
when a customer has received continuous service and has pald his 
bills for a period 6f 12 consecutive months. CACD believes that 
SoG&E's requirement allowing the use.of the end~use customer's 
two-month credit deposit to cover 100\ Of the WACOG for the 
first two months is not reasonable and should be mOdified to 
reflect the for~casted WACOG established in the most recent cost 
allocation proceeding. Also, when a core customer has 
established a good credit standin9 with the utility· , the end-use 
customer's two-month credit depos1t should not app y. This 
requirement should only apply to new core customers, not to 
those with established credit histories. 

SDG&E's requirement for the agqregAtorts own credit 
establishment is reasonable. However, CACD recommends the 
following modiiic~tions to SDG&E's credit reqUirement. . . 
(1) applicatiQn of the end-use customer's two-m9nth dePQsit only 
to new customers to the utility's system, and (2) use of the 
forecAsted WACOG as provided in the most recen~,cost allocation 
proceeding. CACD recommends that SDG&E's tariff be revised 
accordingly • 

Interest on Security Deposit 

socal's proposed tariff provides for interest to accrue on the 
aggregator's security deposit, except during any billing period 
in which the bill is not paid within 10 days. sunrise/GasMark 
argue that this exception constitutes a -double-penalty· for 
late" payment and should be rejected. Sunrise/qasMark state that 
Socal should not impose an additional penalty for late payment 
by the agqregator because soCal already proposes a late payment 
charge of 1.5% per month for non-payment of bills within 10 
days, 

Sunrise/GasMark also object to SoCa~'s tariff which requires a 
1.5\ per month late payment charge for Agqregators. . 
Sunrise/GAsMark submit that the late payment charge should not 
be higher than the interest rate set forth in SoCal'$ Rule 
8(B)(Interest on Deposit) •. CACD notes that,SoCal's,Rule 8 
computes interest on deposits at the rate of 1/12 of the 
interest rate on commercial paper (prime, 3~month), published 
the prior month in the Federal Reserve Statistical Release, 
G.l3. 

SoCal replies that it is not reasonable for interest to accrue 
on an aggregator's security deposit whe~ an aggregator is 
delinquent in paying its bills. SOCal further explains that the 
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late payment charge of l~S' per,month is a disincentive for 
a9gregators to pay their bills late, and that, this disincentive 
is essential because an overdue aggregator's bill could be 
substantial. 

Discussion, CACD notes that an aggregat6r~s sec~rity deposit 
ensures ut~lity payment ~n cas~ o~ a defaulting aggregator •. The 
security.deposit should earn interest, as it would have earned 
interest had that amount been de~sited or invested somewhere 
else. The security depOsit should continue to earn interest 
even at times when the aggregator is delinquent in making its 
payment. The payment of interest should only cease once that 
deP9sit is returned or appli~d to the paym~nt of delinqu~nt 
bills, CACD notes that for late payment of bills, the , 
aggregator i~ more than adequately penalized by the utility's 
imposition of the 1.S\ penalty charge. This percentage should 
be tied to the standard commercial paper interest rate, so that 
the utility does not collect any more or any less than it pays 
on interest. 

CACD notes that socal's reply does not justify its 1.5\ per 
month late payment charge for aggreg8tors. Sunrise/GasMark's 
proposal to apply SoCal's Rule 8 interest rate on late payments 
is reasonable, CACD recommends that s6cal revise its late 
payment charge tariff to comply with the requirements of socal's 
Rule 8. 

Delinquent Bills 

Sunr~~e/GasMark and Broad Street. object to SoCal's proposed 
tariff which ~tates tha~ the bill to ~he aggreqator is 
considered delinquent if it is not paid by wire transfer within 
10 days of the statement mailing date. sunrise/GasMark suggest 
that aggregators should have 19 days to make payments, which is 
the rule that applies to SoCal's core customers. sunrisel 
GasMark add that this provision is not consistent with the 
provision of A.L. 2050 (Core Aggregation SerVice Agreement), 
Article III, which states thAt aggregators who have assumed the 
core custoffiers' bill paying responsibility should not be subject 
to a stricter payment schedule. 

Broad Street points out that socai's delinquent billtarit£ will 
not work because of mail delay. Further, wire transfers are not 
even required of SoCaltg own core customers. Instead, Broad 
Street suggests that SoCal use its -GasSelect- system, an 
electr~nic communicati6n sys~ern as propOsed in its.A.L. 2047 and 
A.L. 2049. In this way, billing information transfers can be 
accomplished, and SoCal can be paid promptly by check. 

SoCAl replies that its utility electric generating and wholesale 
customers are able to make payment within this time period by 
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wire transfer, and there is no reason for a financially solid 
aggregator to tail to meet this obli9atlon. s6Cal adds that 
this requirement was one of the reasons why Socal would_allow 
only two-month deposit instead of a four-month deposit from the 
aggregators. socal plans to work with any aggregator who may 
have a difficulty in meeting the t~n-day deadline 60 that the 
aggregator may receive billing data as soon as possible. 

Discussiont socal staff explained to CACD that it is requiring 
aggregators to make payments within 10.days because the ~illing 
mechanics involved in the core aggregation program are different 
from the rest of the core cust~mers. According to socal staff, 
a longer lag time is involved· for core aggregators due to 
mismatches in billing cycles. However, CACD does not have 
substantial info~ation to change SoCal's effective Rule 9 
(Discontinuance of Service) tar1{fs {or delinquent payments. 
CACD notes that SoCal's and SDG&E's tariff rule allows a total 
of 34 (19+ 15) days for residential customers and a total of 26 
(~9 + 7) days for non-residential customers, before termination 
of gas service. 

Although the core Aggregation members would consist of 
.residentia1 and non-residential customers, CACD recommends that 
the utilities apply the rule applicable to residential customers 
to allow increased program flexibility, because a stricter time 
~imit would negate existing statutes governing ter~mination rules 
for residential customers. CACD recommends that Soca1 inclUde 
~gqre9ators under the requirements of socal's existing Rule 9 
for late payments. CACD notes that SDG&E staff state that, in 
cases of late payments, SDG&E intends to apply its eXisting Rule 
11 (Discontinuance of Service) requirements, as applicable to 
regular residential c~stomers. CACD recommends that SDG&E's 
core aggregation tariff filing include the late payment 
provision. 

Disputed Bills 

Sunrise/GasMark object to SoCal's proposed tariff under Rule 11 
(A.L. 2022-A), which requires that bills disputed by the 
aggregator must be paid PG~ding resolution of the dispute. 
Sunrise/GasMark submit that Aggregators should have the same 
right -as core customers to deposit payments on disputed bills 
with the Commission. Sunrise7GasMark add ~hat it is appropriate 
for the aggregator to deposit the payment for a disputed bill 
with the Commission, pending dispute resolution, because the 
Commission has jurisdiction over disputes between the utility 
and the aggregator. 

SOCal replies that it does not object to the proposal allowing 
the aqgregator to deposit the payment on disputed bills with the 
Commission. It is not clear to SoCal whether the Commission has 
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asserted its jurisdiction over disputes between the utility and 
the a9gre9ator, but socal agrees with Sunrise/GasMark tHat the 
Commission should decide such disputes. 

Discussion. 0.91-02-040 provides that the Commission will 
continue to resolve any dispute between the utility and its 
customers, even in cases where a marketer or broker may be 
billing individual core customers. since socal is under 
Commission jurisdiction, any dispute between socal and its 
customers may be brought to the cornrnission'sattention for 
resolution •.. CACD notes that SDG&E's tariff fails to provide £qr 
disputed bills. CACD recommends that socal's and SDG&E's tariff 
be amended to include this provision for disputed bills between 
the utility and its core ag9regAtor. 

Billing Form 

&unrise/GaSMark object to socal's requirement that its billing 
fOrm must be used when the aygregator performs the function of 
billing the customers. Socal's tariff also provides that any 
rebates or refunds in the bills shall be passed on to the 
custo~3rs by the Aggregators. sunrise/GasMark believe that this 
proviSion is outside the Commission's jurisdiction. The 
contract between the aggregAtor and the customer is a private 
contract. The customer and the Aggreqator will allocate costs 
and risks based upon mutual negotiation and agreement. 
Sunrise/GasMark argue that neither Socal nor the Commission 
should dictate the contents of a private contract. 

SoCal replies that Commission's General Order (G.o.) 58~A, 
Section 19, provides that it is in the public interest for 
customers to receive their bills in the form set forth in the 
general order. SoCal s~ates that, if the agg~egator bills the 
customers, the billing form and content must follow the 
Commission'S order. 

SOCal also replies that any refund or rebate that socal will 
make to its customers will consist of monies originally paid by 
socal's r~tepayers for intrastate or interstate utility service, 
and therefore should be returned to the core customers. 

Discussiont .CommissionksG.O. 58-A, Section 19, clearly states 
the information that should appear on the bills rendered to 
customers such as, the number of cubic feet or units of gas 
supplied and the charge per unit ofservice.G.O. 58-A also 
provides that copies of all forms of bills, bill stubs and 
notices relating to the payment of bills shall be flIed with the 
Commission. The general or~er also provides that no change 
shall be made in any such bill, bill stub, or notice, wlthout 
CommissiOn approval. The aggregator's billing form should 
comply with Corr~ission G.O. 58-A. Any utility refund or rebate 
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to core transport customers should be passed on by the . 
aggregator in the core trans~rt customers· bills. CACD 
recommends that SoCal revise its tariff to show that the 
aggregator's billing form shall coropir with G.O. 58-A. CACD 
also recommends that the a9gregator f11e its billing form with 
the utility, And the utility in turn should file this billing 
form through An advice letter filing. 

Billing Inserts 

Sunrise/GAsMarkprotest SoCal's A.L. 2051, Marketer/Ag9regAtor 
ContrAct (Article III, Section 3.31' which requires aggregAtors 
to send legal notices and billing nserts tocu~tomer. 
Sunrise/GASMArk point out that Resolution G-2955 directed the 
utility to provide such notices. 

socal replies that it intends to continue sending a~l legal 
notices to its customers, as stated in SoCal Rule 32, Section O. 
Socal's Marketer/Aggregator Contract, Article III, Section 3.3, 
which provides that aggregator will be responsible for sending 
out utility information to its customers if deemed appropriate 
by socal, bec~use SOCal ~s concerned that its own notices may 
not be read if they are for information only. Socal states that 
it is not avoiding its obligAtion to continue providing all 
legAl notices to its customers, but that it just wants to 
protect its ability to communicate with these customers. 

Discussion, Resolution G-2955 provides that the utility shall 
send notices or inserts regarding utility-proposed changes 
affecting its end-use customers. CACD recommends that Socal 
revise its tariff to clearly indicate this utility-notice 
provision. 

Monthly Transmission Charges 

Broad Street argues that SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special -
Condition No. 12 (Monthly Transmission Charges), s~ems to imply 
that the transportation rate is locked-in for the first twelve 
consecutive months of service. Broad Street argues that SDG&E's 
tariff is not in compliance with 0.91-02-040 and may be -
misleading to potential customers. Therefore, Broad Street 
requests a clarification of SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special 
Condition No. 12. 

SDG&E replies that Broad Street has either misread or . 
misunderstood its Special Condition No. 12. SDG&E explains that 
the customers will be required to pay the regular applicable 
transportation rAtes plus an -adder-, for the first twelve 
consecutive months of service. After the twelve-month period, 
the -adder" will no longer be collected. The -adder- is in 
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compliance with D,91-02-040, Appendix A, page 3, which reflects 
the most recent positive or negative imbalances in the utility's 
core gas balancing accounts. . 

Oiscussiont CACO Agrees that S06&E'$ tariff i$ in compliance 
with D.91-02-040, which provides that core aggregation 
customers' transportation rates include an -adder- for the first 
year for balancing account imbalances. CACO recommends no 
additional changes. 

Taxes 

Socal's proposed tariff requires that aggregators pay the 
applicable u~ility user's tax or any applicable local fees a~d 
tAxes. Sunrise/GasMArk ~ecommend that soeal am~nd its tariff to 
state that the payment of such taxes is the customer's 
responsibility, Although, the assumption of this responsibility 
by the aggregator cAn be negotiated between the aggregator and 
the customer. 

SoCal exp~ains that Sunrise/GasMark mistakenly have interpreted 
the tariff language as placing the financial responsibility for 
such taxes on the aggregator. SoC~l states that the utility 
users' tax is the responSibility of the customer, and that this 
amount is included as part of the customer's bill. In the event 
customers' bills are.directed to the aggregator, the.Aggregator 
becomes responsible for the collection and payment of such taxes 
to the utility on behalf of the customer. 

Discussiont CACD agrees that utility taxes that apply to l~c~l 
fees and taxes Are the customers' responsibility. 0.91-02-040 
provides that the utilities should handle the issue of city 
taxes on utility services the sAme way they hAndle it for 
noncora transport customers. The decision adds that this issue 
will be revisited if it becomes A source of controversy. CACD 
recommends no additional changes. 

FINDINGS 

1. The capacity brokering rules and procedures ~manating from 
R:88-08-018 may not be the same for core and noncore 
participants. 

2. SoCal's proposed Rule 32 does not reflect accommodation of 
core aggregators' monthly nomination changes for access to 
particu~ar supply baSins or the core aggregator~' 
proport1onate share of access to the supply bas1ns reserved 
for core customers. 
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5. 

6. 

7 • 

8. 

9. 

SoCal proPQses to ado~t a c6mput~r-n6mtnation program under 
its Rule 30 Transportation tariff. 

SoCal has lengthened the nomination process. 

socal requests reservation of the right to use the single 
day, &1 Paso notice to backfill behind all of the 
nominations in order to make additional gas purchases. 

SQCal proposes a nominat!on maximum daily quantity of 105\ 
of the daily contract quantity in the summer months and 

- 130\ of the daily contract quantity in the winter months. 

SOG&E proposes a nomination maximum daily quantity of 110\ 
based on a seasonal peak-day usage for both summer and 
winter months. 

~ocal does not provide current and projected system gas 
flow information through its electronic bulletin board. 

SoCal's proposed Rule 32 does not define the satisfactory 
evidence that it will accept from the aggregators to 
support the existence of contracts between the aggregator, 
its end-use customers, and its suppliers. 

10. socal's proposed Rule 32 is consistent with D.91-02-040, 
which requires that customers are not responsible fqr the 
aggregator's imbalance charges in the event of a default by 
the agqregator. 

11. socal'sproposed Rule 32 is consisten~ with D.91-02-040, 
which allows an imbalance tolerance of 10% to core 
transport customers. 

12. socal's proposed Rule 32 is consistent with D.91-02-040, 
which provides thAt core Agqr~gation customers may split 
their loads and purchas~ gas from a third-party and the 
utility, with the utility gas counted as the first volumes 
through the customer's meter. 

13. SDG&E's Schedule GTCA (Natural Gas Transffiission Service for 
Core Aggregation Customers), Standby_Service Fee, 
incorrectly states that the balancing penalty will apply 
when core customers are curtailed. 

14. SoCal's proposed Rule 32, paragraph (N), incorrectly states 
that the balancing penalty will apply when standby service 
is curtailed to core customers. 

15. SoCal's tariffs limit core aggregators to a single cycle of 
storage injections and withdrawals each year. 
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16. SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition No. 1~ (Core 
Storage AllocatIon), does not detail the seasonal schedule 
of storage injections, withdrawals, and adjust~ents, and 
prohibits the use of core storage gas to effect a trade. 

17. SOG&E's Schedul~ GTCA inadvertently carried over Speoial 
Condition No. 25 (Interruptibility by the Customer), which 
requires a 30-day written notic& prior to any customer 
aotion whioh would ·significantly impact- the delivery of 
contracted gas volumes. 

18. SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition No. 3 incorrectly 
states that core aggregation service requests require a 90-
day advance notice after AUgust 1, 1991. 

19. SDG&E requires a written renewal notice prior to the 
expiration of the contract from core aggregation customers. 

20. SoCal's propos~d Rule 32(a),1 (Open Season) states that 
-aggregators· will be accepted into the core aggregation 
program until the total cApaoity is reached. 

21. SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Speoial Condition No. 14 (Deposit 
Fee to Reserve capacity), and R~le 7 (e), Deposits, 
incor~eotly places the burden of the capacity reservation 
fee of $10 per thousand cubic feet per day on the 
aggregator. 

22. SoCal's proposed ~ule 32 concerni~9 good faith deposit 
fails to provide for the refund of the deposit within 180-
days after the request for service. 

23. S6Cal'sproposed ~ule 32 includes a description o£ th~ 
proportionate forfeiture of the capacity reservation fee, 
but SDG&E's core aggregation tariffs does not have this 
description. 

24. SoCal proposes to require core aggregators to post a 
security deposit equal to sixty days of the daily contract 
quantity at the average bundled core rate. 

25. SoCAl's proposed Rule 32, paragraph 8.1. does not define 
its acceptable standard for the aggregator's financial 
condition and when this financial condition is considered 
below the acceptable standard. 

26. SoCal allows aggregatorsto estaqlish either a line of 
credit, subject to a $700 non-refundable credit application 
processing fee, or by a security deposit. 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

SDG&E proposes to require core Aggregators to pOst a 
security equal to-the full potential risk of four months at 
150\ of the weighted average cost of gas. 

s6cal proposes a 1.5\ per month late payment charge to 
aggregators. 

socal would apply the noncore standard for termination 
procedures to core aggregators. 

SDG&&'s core aggregation tariff does not provide for 
procedures to be taken when payments are delinquent. 

Socal proposes to require agqregators to make payments 
within 10 days by wire transf~r. 

Sunrise/Ga.sMark propose that disputed bilis between the 
aggrega.tor and the utility should be deposited with the 
Commission. 

SoCA1's proposed Rule 32 requires that the aggregator'S 
billing forms shall be in accordance with the form and 
content of bills rendered by the Utility. 

34. SoCal's A.L. 2051, Marketer/Aggregator Contract (Article 
III, Section 3.3) incorrectly requires aggregators to send 
legal notices and billing inserts to customers. 

35. The utility will apply appiicable taxes to the aggregator's 
bill. 

36. Taxes are the responsibility of the end-use customer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. SOCal should delete from its tariffs the reference that the 
core customers' participation in future capacity brokering 
will be subject to the same rules and procedures applicable 
to noncore participants. 

2. SOCalis Rule 32 should reflect.the utility's accommodation 
of monthly nomination changes for access to particular
supply basins and the core aggregator's proportionate share 
of the access to the supply basins reserved for core 
customers. 

3. On an interim baSis, SoCal should implement the cornputer
nomination program under its Rule 30 Transportation tariff, 
subject to review, audit, and a limited-scope proceeding • 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

On an interim basis, SoCal should have 
single day, £1 paso n6tice to backfill 
nominations, subject to review, audit, 
proceeding. 

the right to use the 
behind all of the 
and a limited-scope 

SoCal's and SDG&E's nomination maximum daily quantities 
should be retained in their tariffs. 

SoCal should provide summary statistics about system daily 
. flows and any near-term projections on its bulletin board 

on an interim basis. 

socal should clearly state in its tariffs the satisfactory 
evidence it will accept from the ag9regators to support the 
existence of contracts between the Aggregators, its end-use 
customers, and its suppliers. 

socal should retain its Rule 32 imposing imbalance charges 
on aggregAtors and requiring an imbalance tolerance of 10%. 

SoCal's and SDG&E's tariffs should comply with D.91-02-040 
which imposes the standby and balancing charge on core 
aggregators when standby service is curtailed to Service 
Level 2 customers. 

10. SDG&E should revise its core aggregation schedule and 
Schedule GSTORE to provide details of its storage program, 
as well as the conditions when storage gas may be used to 
effect an imbalance trade. 

11. SoCal should define the term single cycle in its tariffs. 

12. SDG&E's Schedule GTCA, Special Condition No. 2S 
(Interruptibility by the Customer) should be deleted from 
its tariffS because this condition does not apply to core 
aggregators. 

13. SDG&E should provide in its tariff that core aggregation 
se~ice requests after August 1, 1991 shall be accepted on 
a first-come, first-served basis. 

14. SDG&E's tariff should adopt an evergreen renewal term. 

15. SoCal's Rule 32 (a), 1 (Open Season) should state that 
·customers· will be accepted into the core aggregation 
program until the total capacity is reached. 

16. SDG&E's Schedule GTcA, Special Condition No. 14 (Deposit 
Fee to Reserve cap~city), and Rule 7 (C), Depqsits, should 
place the burden of the capacity reservation fee of $10 per 
thousand cubic feet per day on the customer. 
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17. 

lS. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Socal's Rule 32 should state that SoCal will credit the 
good faith depOsit on the customer's or a9gregator's first 
bill, or will refund it with interest, within 180 days 
after the request for service. 

socai should retain and SOG&E should inolude in its tariffs 
a provision for a proportionate forfeiture of the capacity 
reservation fee. 

Socal should define in its Rule 32 the acceptable and 
unacceptable standard concerning the aggregator's financial 
condition. 

socal and SOG&S should retain their security deposit 
requirements. 

SoCal's late payment'charge should be tied to the standard 
commercial paper interest rate. 

soCal should provide billing procedures for core 
aggregators following the prescribed pattern for 
residential customers. 

23. SDG&E's core aggregAtion tariff should include its 
provisions for late payments. 

24. SoCal and SOG&S provision on delinquent bills should,be 
subject to their existing rules for discontinuance of 
service. 

25. Disputed bills should be deposited with the Co~~ission. 

26. SoCal'$ tariff should state that the utility will send 
legal notices and billing inserts to customers. 

27. SoCal should revise its contract to state that the utility, 
not the aggregator, will send legal notices and billing 
inserts to customers. 



• 

• 

• 

Resolution G-2~57-36 .. 
SoCal A.L. 2022-A, 2050, 2051 
SDG&E A.L. 748-G-A/nyg 

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that. 

July 24, 1991 

1. Southern California Gas Company shall file.a 
complete, revised set of advice letter and tariff 
sheets for core aggregation in compliance with the 
provisions of General Order 96-A

i 
consistent with each 

of the Findings and Conclusions isted above. 

2. san Diego Gas and· Electric Company shall file a 
complete, revis~d set of advice letter and tariff 
sheetsf~r core aggregation in compliance with the 
provisions o( General Order 96-A

i 
consistent with each 

of the Findings and conclusions isted above. 

3. Southern california Gas Company and san Diego Gas 
Company shall file a complete, revised set of advice 
le~ter and tariffs five business days from the 
effective.date of this resolution, and to all other 
parties of record as soon as possible, but not later 
than August 16, 1991. 

~' .. Sout~ern california Gas ~?mpanY.A~vice Letters 
2022-A, 2050, and 2051 and the1r tar1ff sheets shall be 
marked to show that they were supplemented. 

5. San Diego Gas and Electric company Advice Letter 
748-G-A and its tariff sheets shall be marked to show 
that they were supplemented. 

6. This Resolution is effective today. 

I hereby certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public 
Utilities Commission at its regular meeting on July 24, 1991. 
The following Commissioners approved itt 

PAlRtaA M. ECKERT 
Presidri 

G. MlTCMEU WllK 
JOHN a. OHANIAN 

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
NoRMAN D. SHUMWAY 

CommiuiOMr~ AL" J ... SHuiuvJ\N 
Executive Director 

i : 


